BUTTON LOCK FLIPPER

Ambidextrous Tip-Up
Pocket Clip Allows for
Deep Pocket Carry and
Complete Concealment

Frame Options
Include Black or Blue
Anodized 6061 T6
Aluminum

Available in Spear Point and
Modified Wharncliffe Blade Styles

Revolutionary Button Lock Built with
Hogue’s Patent-Pending Blade Retention
Device Allowing One-Handed Opening &
Closing without Placing Hand in the
Path of the Blade

Lanyard
Hole

Hogue’s G10 G-Mascus®
Inserts on Select Models
for Added Gripability

CPM154
Stainless Steel
Cryogenically Treated
to 57-59 RC

Hand Sharpened
and Honed Edge

Kiln baked black
Cerakote™ or
Tumbled Stone Wash
Finish

Manual
Safety
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Blade
Finish

Frame
Material

Part
Number

Size

Blade
Style

G10
Insert

34549

4”

Modiﬁed Wharncliffe

Black

Black Aluminum

G-Mascus Black

34559

4”

Spear Point

Black

Black Aluminum

G-Mascus Black

34569

3.5”

Modiﬁed Wharncliffe

Black

Black Aluminum

G-Mascus Black

34579

3.5”

Spear Point

Black

Black Aluminum

G-Mascus Black

34540-EXLRSR*

4”

Modiﬁed Wharncliffe

Tumbled

Black Aluminum

None

34550-EXLRSR*

4”

Spear Point

Tumbled

Black Aluminum

None

34560-EXLRSR*

3.5”

Modiﬁed Wharncliffe

Tumbled

Black Aluminum

None

34570-EXLRSR*

3.5”

Spear Point

Tumbled

Black Aluminum

None

34573-EXLRSR*

3.5”

Spear Point

Tumbled

Blue Aluminum

None

Price

259.95

259.95

239.95

239.95

229.95

229.95

209.95

209.95

209.95

* RSR Exclusive. Please check with your local dealer.

HOGUE KNIVES INTRODUCES THEIR X5 BUTTON LOCK FLIPPER
Henderson, NV – Hogue Inc. is proud to announce the
X5, their latest and most distinctive knife. Built with
Hogue’s new, revolutionary deployment technology, the
X5 provides class-leading smoothness and an
exceptionally effortless action. “Although this knife is
completely manual and contains no springs, our
innovative internal system allows the blade to ﬁre with a
motion as instinctive as your own reﬂexes,” exclaimed
Hogue co-owner and master toolmaker, Jim Bruhns.
With an inspired design by renown custom knifemaker
Allen Elishewitz, Hogue’s engineering team set out to
redeﬁne the possibilities of a button lock ﬂipper knife.
What they accomplished is a ﬂipper that acts like an
automated deployment blade. “The X5, which features
our robust button lock mechanism, also houses our
patent-pending blade retention device. This unique
device retains the blade in the closed position allowing
the user to create stored up kinetic energy before the
blade is released,” explained Elishewitz. Beneath the
frame the button lock is mounted into innovative
recessed stainless steel bolster plates to ensure rigidity
and long wear. An added manual safety button allows
the knife to be locked in the open position for added
conﬁdence during strenuous cutting tasks. With an
intuitive press of the lock button the knife can be easily
closed with one-hand without placing ﬁngers in the path
of the closing blade like standard liner lock ﬂippers.

“This knife simply does not function like any other
ﬂipper on the market,” added Elishewitz.
The X5’s blade is made from cryogenically heat treated
CPM154 stainless steel and its edge is hand sharpened
and honed for a lasting edge. Available in both spear
point and modiﬁed wharncliffe styles, the blades are
ﬁnished with either a tumbled stone wash or a kiln
baked black Cerakote™ ﬁnish. The dynamic handle of
the X5 is created from 6061 T6 aircraft aluminum and is
hard anodized with either black or blue options. Also
available on some models is an inlay of Hogue’s
G-Mascus® Black G10 with their mini-piranha grip
texture for added traction and superior comfort. The
precisely designed recesses and curvature of the knife
offer a natural, ergonomic grasp when in use. The X5
includes an ambidextrous tip-up pocket clip designed
for every day deep pocket carry.
Every Hogue knife is made in the USA and is backed by
three generations of manufacturing expertise and a
limited lifetime warranty. The MSRP starts at $209.95.
Certain models are available exclusively through
Hogue’s dealer network while others are available
through both Hogue dealers and Hogue’s website. For
more information please call Hogue directly at
1-800-438-4747 or visit www.hogueknives.com to ﬁnd a
Hogue Knives dealer near you.
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